ABSTRACT The appendix briefly summarizes the applicability of the preceding theory to abelian lattice-ordered groups ''/-groups).
The reader is referred to [6] , [8], or [10] for the basic algebraic theory of vector lattices and /-groups.
The letter R will denote the real numbers. By "vector lattice" we always mean "real vector lattice"; that is, the totally-ordered field of scalars is understood to be R. T(J) will denote the nonzero support of / £ V(X); that is, T(/) = \x £ X| fix)/0\. Clearly, T(/)= T(|/|), and each of Tif + g), T(/V g), and Tif A g) is contained in Tif) u Tig) if /, g £ VÍX); moreover, if /, g > 0, then T(J + g) = Tif) U Tig) = Tif V g) and TÍJ A g) = Tif) O Tig). If a is any bijection of X to itself, then Tif ° a'1) = a(T(/)).
If A is a nonempty subset of V(X), we let TÍA) = \J\Tíf)\ f £ A\. If V is a vector sublattice of VÍX), and A and B are ideals of V, then TÍA V ß) = TÍA) u TiB) and T(A nß) = T(/l)n T(ß). Again, these facts are both well known and easily proved.
V to be a free set of generators. These are then used to prove the main theorem. (ii) if x.,-■■, x, e M and A •_, x . < 0, then there exist real numbers r.,
' ' " ' Th -® and not a*'*-0 such t x. + . . . + r.x, = 0.
Remark. The necessity of these conditions was noted in [4] .
Proof of sufficiency.
Since the class of vector lattices is equationally definable, there exists a vector lattice F which is free on S. The identity on S extends to a vector lattice epimorphism r¡: F -► V. We need only show Ker r¡ = 0.
Note that the restriction of r) to the subspace L of F generated by S is a vector space isomorphism by condition (i). Henceforth, the vector sublattice of VÍR ) generated by the coordinate projections n., i £ S, will be denoted by FVL^). By Theorem 2.3 it is the free vector lattice with free generating set of cardinality |5|. We will ordinarily write FVLzz instead of FVL(S)' when |5| =n is finite. By an open cone in R" we mean an open subset U of R" such that x e U and 0 < t e R imply rx e U. Proof. Define a: X -► K by a(x) = (gx(x), ■ • • , g ix)), and let a.; FVLrz -» V(X) be given by a(/) = / o a. Then a is a vector lattice homomorphism. Suppose a(f) = 0. Then / ° a(x) = 0 for all x e X, and hence f (k) = 0 for all k £ K. Thus f(rk) = rfik) = 0 for all k £ K and 0 < r £ R. We conclude from the continuity of /, and the fact that the set [rk\ k £ K, 0 < r e R\ is dense in R", that / = 0. Thus a is one-to-one. Finally, a(n\)(x) = n. ° a(x) = 77 igxix), ■ ■ ■ , g ix). Thus a(r7.) = g ., and the g . freely generate Im a = W. 
Hence FVL(S) can be represented as real sequences whenever |5| < c.
We turn now to further properties of FVL(S).
There are well-known examples of vector lattices that do not decompose into indecomposable summands. Finally, if k1 ¿ k2, then T(A^n Ay) = T(A^) n HA^) = CkinCk2= 0.
Thus the A, are pairwise disjoint, and for vector lattices this is enough for their sum to be direct. We have shown that A is the cardinal sum of the indecomposable ideals A,.
We seek information about the automorphisms of FVL/.S). We begin with the following two lemmas in which there is a finiteness restriction. (1) T(f)C TÍA) implies f £ A.
(2) A is an intersection of maximal ideals of V. We conclude these preliminaries with one final lemma. There are, of course,
The following is more interesting. (1), (2), and (4) we obtain (5) E is isomorphic to a vector sublattice of FVL2, and FVL2 is isomorphic to a vector sublattice of E, but E and FVL2 are not isomorphic.
In particular, we have (6) FVL2 properly contains a copy of itself.
Finally, we note that the endomorphism r in the proof of (A) is, in fact, idempotent since it is idempotent on the generators 77, and zz2. The image of any idempotent endomorphism of a free vector lattice is a projective vector lattice [12] . We conclude On the other hand, if / e Mx then T(f)C T(A1x) = Tig), and by Lemma 3.5, / £ (g). Thus M = (g).
Conversely, suppose P is a principal prime ideal in FVLzz. Because P is principal, Lemmas 3-5 and 3-1 imply that P = flfM | x £ K\ fot some subset K License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use of S"-1. Thus T(P)C C\x€KTiMx)= nxeK5"-1\.*!-« *ia"d %2 are distinct points of S"-X\TÍP), then by Lemma 3.4 there exist 0 < /,, f2 £ FVLn such that xx e Tifx), x2 e T(/2),and T{fAn T(/2)=0; hence /, A f2 = 0 e P but neither /, nor f2 is in P, contradicting the assumption that P is prime. Thus S"~ \TiP) is a singleton, and hence K is also. Thus P is a maximal ideal.
Corollary. // Al is a maximal ideal of a finitely generated vector lattice V, then M is a principal ideal of V.
Proof. Since V is finitely generated, there exists an epimorphism v:
FVLrz -> V for some rz. v~ (Al) is a maximal ideal of FVLrz and hence is principal. Thus M is principal. (2) V has only a finite number of maximal ideals.
(3) V is isomorphic to the cardinal sum of a finite number of copies of R.
Proof.
(1) implies (2). If V has an rz element generating set, then by Lemma 3.2 we can without loss of generality assume that V = \f \ \f e FVLtz¡ for some closed subset K of Sn~ . The sets Tig), g e V, form a base for the topology of K since the sets T(f), f e FVLn, form a base for Sn~~ . Hence there is a one-toone correspondence between the maximal ideals of V and the points of K. Our task is to show that K is finite.
If (by way of contradiction) K is infinite, then since K is compact it contains a limit point of itself, say x. rv\ixj is not compact. Hence there is a collection of sets Tig ), y e C, g e V, which is a covering of rv\jx| that admits no finite subcover. Let A= [g e V\ there exist finitely many gy , say g , ■ ■ ■ , gy , such that Tig) C IT, Tig., )|. A is an ideal of V and T(A) = K\\x\.
By hypothesis V/A is archimedean. Hence by Lemma 3.1, A is an intersection of maximal ideals of V, and since K\TiA) = jxj, a singleton, we conclude that A is itself maximal. By the corollary to Theorem 6.1, A is a principal ideal of V, generated by, say, h e V. Hence there exist gy , ■ ■ • , gy such that TÍA) = Tib) Ç Tigy) U . . . u Tigy) C TÍA).
Thus TÍA) = Tig ) U • • • u Tig ), contradicting the fact that the covering ' 1 , ' r {Tig ), y £ C\ of K\lx} admits no finite subcover.
We conclude that K is finite, and hence that V has only a finite number of maximal ideals.
(2) implies (3). Since V is finitely generated, V has a strong unit. The There exist finitely generated abelian /-groups possesing maximal ideals that are not principal (although it is the case that principal prime ideals of FLGzz are maximal). As a rather simple example, let G be the /-subgroup of V(R) generated by the constant function 1 and the function g(x) = x. Choose an irrational number z. The map cf>: G -> R by </>(/) = fiz) is an /-group homomorphism. Ker </> is hence a maximal ideal of G; moreover, T(Ker cf>) = R\\z\. There is no element f £ G with Tif) = R\\z\, and hence Ker </> is not a principal ideal of G.
The application of Theorem 6.1 in the proof of Theorem 6.2 is crucial. An example is given in [5] of a finitely generated /-group that is not an /-subgroup of any product of a finite number of copies of R, but which, nonetheless, admits only archimedean epimorphic images.
The difficulties can be traced to the failure of FLG« to contain the set of all linear functionals R" -► R. Thus the construction of automorphisms in Lemma 1.4 cannot be carried for FLGzz without some amendment.
As it turns out, it can still be proved that free abelian /-groups are characteristically simple. However, Lemma 3-6 fails for FLGzz.
